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Transnationalism
Random House
This handbook
provides an
overview of the
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research on the
changing nature of
work and workers
by marshalling
interdisciplinary
research to
summarize the
empirical evidence
and provide
documentation of
what has actually
changed.
Connections are
explored between
the changing nature
of work and macro-
level trends in
technological
change, income
inequality, global
labor markets, labor
unions,
organizational
forms, and skill
polarization, among
others. This edited
volume also reviews
evidence for
changes in workers,
including
generational
change (or lack
thereof), that has

accumulated across
domains. Based on
documented
changes in work
and worker
behavior, the
handbook derives
implications for a
range of
management
functions, such as
selection,
performance
management,
leadership,
workplace ethics,
and employee well-
being. This
evaluation of the
extent of changes
and their impact
gives guidance on
what best practices
should be put in
place to harness
these developments
to achieve success.
Werewolf Cop:
A Novel
Thomas Nelson
Drawing on
rich oral

histories from
over two
hundred in-
depth
interviews in
West Africa,
Europe, and
North
America,
Robtel Neajai
Pailey
examines
socio-
economic
change in
Liberia,
Africa's
first black
republic,
through the
prism of
citizenship.
Marking how
historical
policy
changes on
citizenship
and
contemporary
public
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discourse on
dual
citizenship
have impacted
development
policy and
practice, she
reveals that
as Liberia
transformed
from a
country of
immigration
to one of
emigration,
so too did
the nature of
citizenship,
thus
influencing
claims for
and against
dual
citizenship.
In this
engaging
contribution
to scholarly
and policy
debates about

citizenship as
a continuum
of inclusion
and
exclusion,
and
development
as a process
of both
amelioration
and
degeneration,
Pailey
develops a
new model for
conceptualisi
ng
citizenship
within the
context of cr
isis-affected
states. In
doing so, she
offers a
postcolonial
critique of
the
neoliberal
framing of
diasporas and

donors as the
panacea to
post-war reco
nstruction.
Hostage Run
Thomas Nelson
A pious family
man is pulled
back into his
sordid past—and
into a race to
stop a terrorist
plot—in this
thriller by an
Edgar
Award–winning
author. Sustained
by a deep
religious faith,
Jason Harrow has
built a stable
family and
become a pillar of
principle and
patriotism. Then
the phone rings,
and his past is on
the other end of
the line. A woman
with whom he
once shared a life
of violence and
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desire claims her
daughter is
missing—and Jason
is the one man
who can find her.
Returning to New
York City from
the Midwest,
Jason finds
himself entangled
in a murderous
conspiracy that
bizarrely links his
private passions
to the turmoil of a
world at war.
Hunted by
terrorists and the
police, Jason has
only hours to
unravel an ex-
lover’s lies and
face the
unbearable truth:
In order to
prevent a savage
attack on his
country, he’s
going to have to
risk his decency,
his sanity—and his
life. “The most
original novelist

of crime and
suspense since
Cornell Woolrich.”
—Stephen King
“Klavan’s writing
is masterful, and
his characters
superbly drawn.”
—Forbes “A
wickedly satiric
thriller with
political overtones
. . . [that] builds
to an explosive
climax.”
—Publishers
Weekly

Nightmare City
Thomas Nelson
When Rick lost
the ability to run,
he came one step
closer to becoming
a hero. New High
Score! New
Record Time!
Rick nodded with
grim satisfaction.
He laid the game
controller aside on

the sofa and
reached for his
crutches. Rick Dial
was the best
quarterback
Putnam Hills High
School had ever
seen. Unflappable.
Unstoppable.
Number 12. But
when a car
accident left him
crippled, Rick’s
life as he knew it
ended. He
disavowed his
triumphant past.
He ignored his
girlfriend. He
disappeared into
his bedroom—and
into the glowing
video screen. But
Rick’s uncanny
gaming skills have
attracted attention.
Dangerous
attention.
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Government agents
have uncovered a
potentially
devastating cyber-
threat: a Russian
genius has created
a digital reality
called the Realm,
from which he can
enter, control, and
disrupt American
computer systems .
. . from
transportation to
defense. The
agents want Rick,
quick-thinking
quarterback and
gaming master, to
enter the Realm
and stop the
madman—before
he sends America
into chaos.
Entering the
Realm will give
Rick what he
thought he’d

never have again: a
body as strong and
fast as it was before
the accident. But
this is no game,
there are no extra
lives, and what
happens to Rick in
the Realm
happens to
Rick’s body in
reality. Even after
Rick agrees to
help, he can’t
shake the sense
that he’s being
kept in the dark.
Why would a
government
agency act so
aggressively? Can
anyone inside the
Realm be trusted?
How many others
have entered
before him . . . and
failed to return? In
the tradition of

Ender’s Game
and The Matrix,
MindWar is a
complex thriller
about a seemingly
ordinary teenager
who discovers a
hidden gift—a gift
that could make
him a hero . . . or
cost him
everything. "Edgar
Award–winning
Klavan’s well-
orchestrated
fantasy thriller
features . . . an
imaginative mix of
gaming action with
real-life stakes.
With just the right
cliff-hanger
ending, this trilogy
opener shows
promise."
—Booklist
Maestoso Petra
Simon and
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Schuster
Sometimes you
have to go home
to find out who
you really are. In
the second
installment of the
Homelanders
series, Charlie’s
search for answers
brings him back to
his own
beginning.
Eighteen-year-old
Charlie West
can’t remember
the last year of his
life, but he knows
he was convicted
of murdering his
best friend Alex.
He knows that he
somehow escaped
from prison and is
now on the
run—not only from
the police, but also
from a terrorist

group called the
Homelanders.
Desperate to prove
his innocence, as
much to himself as
others, Charlie
heads back to his
hometown looking
for answers. There,
holed up in an
abandoned
mansion and beset
from every side,
he’s joined by his
friends in a
desperate attempt
to discover the
truth about a
murder he can't
remember—and the
love he can never
forget. Exciting
young adult
suspense novel
Approximately
82,000 words Part
of the
Homelanders

series Book 1: The
Last Thing I
Remember Book
2: The Long Way
Home Book 3: The
Truth of the Matter
Book 4: The Final
Hour
The Generation Z
Guide HarperCollins
They came on a
mission of mercy, but
now they’re in a
fight for their lives.
High schooler Will
Peterson and three
friends journeyed to
Central America to
help rebuild a school.
In a poor, secluded
mountain village,
they won the hearts
of the local people
with their energy and
kindness. But in one
sudden moment,
everything went
horribly wrong. A
revolution swept the
country. Now, guns
and terror are
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everywhere—and
Americans are being
targeted as the first to
die. Will and his
friends have got to get
out fast. But streets
full of killers . . .hills
patrolled by armies . .
. and a jungle rife with
danger stand between
them and the border.
Their one hope of
escape lies with a
veteran warrior who
has lost his faith and
may betray them at
any moment. Their
one dream is to reach
freedom and safety
and home. If they can
just survive.

The Future of
Home Health
Care Annick
Press
ALL THE
TRUTH THAT'S
IN ME is many
things. It is a true
romance, a story
of desperate

yearning and
unrequited love.
It's a page-turning
mystery full of
twists and turns
that will keep you
guessing until the
very end. But most
of all, it's an
empowering drama
about a girl's
journey from
victim to hero.
Judith can't speak.
Ever since the
horrifying trauma
that left her best
friend dead and
Judith without her
tongue, she's been
a pariah in her
close-knit
community of
Roswell Station;
even her own
mother won't look
her in the eye. All
Judith can do is

silently pour out
her thoughts and
feelings to the love
of her life, the boy
who's owned her
heart as long as
she can remember
- even if he doesn't
know it - her
childhood friend,
Lucas. But when
Roswell Station is
attacked by
enemies, long-
buried secrets
come to light . . .
and Judith's world
starts to shift on its
axis. Before she
knows it, Judith is
forced to choose:
continue to live in
silence, or recover
her voice, even if
what she has to say
might change her
world, and the
lives around her,
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forever.
MindWar National
Academies Press
Eighteen-year-old
Frances returns
home from World
War II without a
face, having fallen
on a grenade. Now,
with gun in hand,
Francis is looking
for a man he once
admired and
respected--a man
who destroyed his
life. Copyright ©
Libri GmbH. All
rights reserved.
Fangasm
Sweetwater Books
"The Emperor's
Sword is a wildly
entertaining
adventure of
overlapping
worlds and titanic
clashes between
fundamentals of
good and evil.

Klavan's world-
building is both
amazing and all
too plausible."
—Joseph Finder,
New York Times
bestselling author
of Paranoia and
House on Fire
"Part
swashbuckler, part
fantasy, part
Romance (in the
old sense), part
comedy, and part
acidulous
commentary on
The Way We Live
Now, The
Emperor’s Sword
brings Andrew
Klavan’s trilogy to
a resounding
conclusion. I
guarantee this: you
won’t be bored."
—John Wilson, aka
“The Man Who

Reads Books”
Having survived
the Nightmare
Feast, Austin
Lively is living the
dream. He has
returned to
Hollywood and his
movie career is in
full swing. His
new script,
Another Kingdom,
has been
unexpectedly
purchased by a top
producer at an
enormous price.
Beautiful women
flock to his bed,
movie stars court
his attention, and
the powers-that-be
are predicting
stardom. His only
problems: a
recurring vision of
a magical
landscape he can’t
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quite remember,
and a giant mouse
who seems to be
following him—a
giant mouse with a
woman’s face.
After his beloved
Jane Janeway is
accused of murder,
Austin begins to
realize that this
dream he’s living
is a nightmare in
disguise. He is
caught in the coils
of a terrible magic,
and the only way
he can save his
soul is to give up
his success, re-
enter the Eleven
Lands, and find the
Emperor
Anastasius so he
can restore Queen
Elinda to her
throne. But when
he arrives at the

emperor’s
encampment, he is
shocked to find
Anastasius dead.
With a weird
hitman on his trail
in Los Angeles, he
must break Jane
out of prison
before a murder
plot takes her life.
In the Eleven
Lands, he must
follow the
Emperor into hell
itself where he will
face the most
shocking
revelation of all.
Shotgun Alley
Hachette UK
Maestoso Petra, a
Lipizzaner stallion,
trains to perform in
the Spanish Riding
School and is hidden
away during the
German occupation
of Austria in World

War II. Includes facts
about Lipizzaner
horses and the world-
famous Spanish
Riding School.
The Truth of the
Matter HMH
RICK DIAL IS
FACED WITH AN
IMPOSSIBLE
CHOICE: SAVE
THE LIFE OF HIS
BEST FRIEND
MOLLY . . . OR
SAVE THE FREE
WORLD. Rick
Dial’s career as a
superstar
quarterback ended
when a car accident
left him unable to
walk. But his
uncanny gaming
ability caught the
attention of a secret
government
organization trying
to stop a high-tech
terrorist attack on
America. He’s been
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to the fantastical
cyber world called
the MindWar Realm
. . . and returned to
Real Life victorious.
But the stakes have
just gone up.
Another attack is
imminent, and Rick
is the only one who
can stop it. How can
he, though, when
terrorists have
kidnapped his best
friend Molly and are
threatening to kill
her if Rick returns to
the Realm? As
Molly uses every
resource of mind
and body to outwit
her brutal captors,
Rick races against
time inside a
nightmare video
game where a fate
worse than death
may be waiting for
him. Hundreds of
miles apart, both

will have to test the
power of their faith
and the strength of
their spirits. They’re
being forced to a
moment of sacrifice
. . . one that could
cost them
everything.
Best Practices for
Teaching with
Emerging
Technologies
Cambridge
University Press
“What was this
place? Was I
crazy? Or was I
crazy before, back
in L.A.? Was my
real life some sort
of dream? Was
this hell reality?”
Austin Lively is a
struggling,
disillusioned
screenwriter
whose life is

suddenly changed
forever when he
opens a door and is
unwittingly
transported to a
fantastical
medieval realm.
Austin finds
himself wielding a
bloody dagger
while standing
over a very
beautiful and very
dead woman.
Bewildered and
confused, he is
seized by castle
guards and thrown
in a dungeon. Just
when he begins to
fear the worst, he
is suddenly
transported back to
reality in LA. Did
that really just
happened? Has he
gone insane? Was
it all a dream? Did
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he have a brain
tumor? Desperate
for answers, he
sets out to find
them and discovers
that the mystery
can only be
unlocked by a
strange piece of
fiction that holds
the truth about the
magical kingdom.
But he isn’t the
only person
searching for the
missing
manuscript, and
his rivals will stop
at nothing to get it
first. To
complicate matters
more, Austin soon
discovers that he
has no control over
when he passes
between worlds
and finds himself
out of trust for

even the simple
things, like
walking through
doorways. Stuck
between dual
realities –charged
for a murder he
doesn’t recall in
one and running
from a maniacal
billionaire who’s
determined to kill
him in another–
Austin’s
monotonous life
has become an
epic adventure of
magic, murder,
and political
intrigue in both the
New Republic of
Galiana and the
streets of Los
Angeles
California.
The Last Thing I
Remember
University of Iowa

Press
Publisher
Description
Crazy Dangerous
Thomas Nelson
The Generation Z
Guide equips
professionals to
improve
recruitment,
enhance
engagement, and
effectively train
and develop the
post-Millennial
generation. Born
after 1998,
Generation Z
ranges from those
entering high
school,
completing
undergraduate
college, and
starting careers.
Generation Z is
very different than
Millennials and
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their rapid entrance
into the workforce
is increasing the
complexity of
managing and
working across
generations. In
fact, 62 percent of
Generation Z
anticipate
challenges
working with Baby
Boomers and
Generation X.
Generation Z has
never known a
Google-free world.
Growing up during
the most
accelerated and
game-changing
periods of
technological
advancements in
history has
imprinted
Generation Z with
new behaviors,

preferences, and
expectations of
work,
communication,
leadership, and
much more. The
Generation Z
Guide's insights
are research based
and the
applications are
marketplace tested.
Learn from leading
companies on how
best to attract,
engage, and lead
Generation Z.
The MindWar
Trilogy Thomas
Nelson
Enjoy three of
Andrew Klavan's
novels as an e-book
collection! Crazy
Dangerous Do
Right, Fear
Nothing. Sam
Hopkins is a good
kid who has fallen

in with the wrong
crowd. Hanging
around with car
thieves and thugs,
Sam knows it’s only
a matter of time
before he makes one
bad decision too
many and gets into
real trouble. But one
day, Sam sees these
friends harassing an
eccentric
schoolmate named
Jennifer. Finding the
courage to face the
bullies down, Sam
loses a bad set of
friends and acquires
a very strange new
one. Jennifer is not
just eccentric. To
Sam, she seems
downright crazy.
She has terrifying
hallucinations
involving demons,
the devil, and death.
And here’s the
really crazy part:
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Sam is beginning to
suspect that these
visions may actually
be prophecies—proph
ecies of something
terrible that’s going
to happen very soon.
Unless he can stop
it. With no one to
believe him, with no
one to help him,
Sam is all alone in a
race against time.
Finding the truth
before disaster
strikes is going to be
both crazy and very,
very dangerous. If
We Survive They
came on a mission
of mercy, but now
they’re in a fight for
their lives. High
schooler Will
Peterson and three
friends journeyed to
Central America to
help rebuild a
school. In a poor,
secluded mountain

village, they won the
hearts of the local
people with their
energy and
kindness. But in one
sudden moment,
everything went
horribly wrong. A
revolution swept the
country. Now, guns
and terror are
everywhere—and
Americans are being
targeted as the first
to die. Will and his
friends have got to
get out fast. But
streets full of killers
. . . hills patrolled by
armies . . . and a
jungle rife with
danger stand
between them and
the border. Their
one hope of escape
lies with a veteran
warrior who has lost
his faith and may
betray them at any
moment. Their one

dream is to reach
freedom and safety
and home. If they
can just survive.
Nightmare City
What should have
been an ordinary
morning is about to
spiral into a day of
unrelenting terror.
As a reporter for his
high school
newspaper, Tom is
always on the
lookout for an
offbeat story. But
from the moment he
woke up this
morning, his own
life has been more
bizarre than any
headline could ever
tell. The streets of
his town are
suddenly empty and
silent. A strange fog
has drifted in from
the sea and hangs
over everything.
And something is
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moving in that fog.
Something evil.
Something hungry.
Closing in on Tom.
Tom’s terrified
girlfriend Marie
says the answers lie
at the Santa Maria
Monastery, a
haunted ruin
standing amidst a
forest blackened by
wildfire. But can he
trust her? A voice
that seems to be
coming from
beyond the grave is
warning him that
nothing is what it
seems. Only one
thing is certain: with
his world collapsing
around him, Tom
has only a few hours
to recover the life he
knew—before he,
too, is lost forever in
this nightmare city.
If We Survive
Turner Publishing

Company
Includes all four
books in one
volume! High
schooler Charlie
West just woke up
in a nightmare.
He’s strapped to a
chair. He’s covered
in blood and
bruises. He hurts all
over. And a strange
voice outside the
door just ordered
his death. Charlie
West is a good kid.
The last thing he
can remember, he
was a normal high-
school student
doing normal
things—working on
his homework,
practicing karate,
daydreaming of
becoming an air
force pilot, writing
a pretty girl’s
number on his
hand. How long ago

was that? And more
to the point . . . How
is he going to get
out of this room
alive? By calling on
his deepest reserves
of strength and
focus, Charlie
manages a desperate
escape . . . only to
find out that this
nightmare isn't
ending. There's a
whole year of his
life that he can't
remember—a year in
which he was
convicted of
murdering his best
friend and working
with terrorists. Now,
with the police
hunting him and a
band of killers on
his trail, he's got to
find the answers to
some of the deepest
questions there are:
Who am I? What do
I stand for? And
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how am I going to
stay alive? From
Edgar Award
winning and
bestselling author
Andrew Klavan
comes the exciting
Homelanders series,
now in one volume.
Exciting young
adult suspense
Includes all four
books in The
Homelanders series
in one volume:
Book 1: The Last
Thing I Remember
Book 2: The Long
Way Home Book 3:
The Truth of the
Matter Book 4: The
Final Hour
The Long Way
Home John Wiley &
Sons
Once upon a time not
long ago, two
responsible college
professors, Lynn the
psychologist and
Kathy the literary

scholar, fell in love
with the television
show Supernatural
and turned their oh-so-
practical lives upside
down. Plunging
headlong into the
hidden realms of
fandom, they scoured
the Internet for
pictures of stars
Jensen Ackles and
Jared Padalecki and
secretly penned racy
fan fiction. And then
they hit the
road—crisscrossing the
country, racking up
frequent flyer miles
with alarming ease,
standing in
convention lines at 4
A.M. They had white-
knuckled encounters
with overly zealous
security guards one
year and smiling
invitations to the
Supernatural set the
next. Actors stripping
in their trailers,
fangirls sneaking onto
film sets; drunken

confessions, squeals of
joy, tears of despair;
wallets emptied and
responsibilities left
behind; intrigue and
ecstasy and crushing
disappointment—it’s
all here. And yet even
as they reveled in
their fandom, the
authors were asking
themselves whether
it’s okay to be a fan,
especially for grown
women with careers
and kids. “Crazystalk
erchicks”—that’s what
they heard from
Supernatural crew
members, security
guards, airport
immigration officials,
even sometimes their
fellow fans. But what
Kathy and Lynn
found was that most
fans were very much
like themselves:
smart, capable women
looking for something
of their own that
engages their brains
and their libidos.
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Fangasm pulls back
the curtain on the
secret worlds of fans
and famous alike,
revealing
Supernatural behind
the scenes and
discovering just how
much the cast and
crew know about
what the fans are up
to. Anyone who’s
been tempted to throw
off the constraints of
respectability and
indulge a secret
passion—or hit the
road with a best
friend—will want to
come along.
An Andrew Klavan
Collection Routledge
In a society where the
color of a person's
palm determines their
social class, Bruno
goes from favored to
fugitive when he kills
a Royal Guard to
save a boy's life. If he
wants to survive,
Bruno has to learn to
accept the lower

colors. A thrilling
blend of fantasy and
adventure perfect for
readers everywhere.

An Uncommon
Blue Thomas
Nelson Inc
High schooler
Charlie West just
woke up in a
nightmare. He’s
strapped to a
chair. He’s
covered in blood
and bruises. He
hurts all over. And
a strange voice
outside the door
just ordered his
death. Charlie
West is a good
kid. The last thing
he can remember,
he was a normal
high-school
student doing
normal
things—working on

his homework,
practicing karate,
daydreaming of
becoming an air
force pilot, writing
a pretty girl’s
number on his
hand. How long
ago was that? And
more to the point .
. . How is he going
to get out of this
room alive? By
calling on his
deepest reserves of
strength and focus,
Charlie manages a
desperate escape . .
. only to find out
that this nightmare
isn't ending.
There's a whole
year of his life that
he can't
remember—a year
in which he was
convicted of
murdering his best
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friend and working
with terrorists.
Now, with the
police hunting him
and a band of
killers on his trail,
he's got to find the
answers to some of
the deepest
questions there
are: Who am I?
What do I stand
for? And how am I
going to stay
alive? From Edgar
Award winning
and bestselling
author Andrew
Klavan comes the
first installment of
The Homelanders
series. Exciting
young adult
suspense novel
Approximately
82,000 words Part
of the
Homelanders

series Book 1: The
Last Thing I
Remember Book
2: The Long Way
Home Book 3: The
Truth of the Matter
Book 4: The Final
Hour
The Emperor's
Sword Thomas
Nelson
Sometimes you have
to go home to find
out who you really
are. Charlie West
went to bed one night
an ordinary high-
school student. He
woke up a hunted
man. Terrorists are
trying to kill him.
The police want to
arrest him for the
stabbing death of his
best friend. He
doesn't know whose
side he's on or who
he can trust. With his
pursuers closing in on
every side, Charlie
makes his way back

to his hometown to
find some answers.
There, holed up in an
abandoned mansion,
he's joined by his
friends in a desperate
attempt to discover
the truth about a
murder he can't
remember--and the
love he can never
forget.
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